School of Electrical Engineering &
Telecommunications

Frequently Asked
Questions –
Undergraduate programs
WHAT PROGRAMS ARE OFFERED BY THE SCHOOL?

The School offers a range of single and dual degree programs. The structure in Year 1 allows students either to enter
directly into their chosen, specialised program or to enter into a flexible entry Engineering program that allows the
choice of specialisation to be delayed until the end of Year 1. For more details, please see:
http://www.engineering.unsw.edu.au/flexible-1st-year
In addition, the School has recently introduced an integrated Bachelors/Masters degree incorporating broadening
discipline (Minor).
SINGLE DEGREE PROGRAMS
BE (Hons) in Electrical Eng
BE (Hons) in Telecommunications

Duration UAC Code
HECS
4 years 425100
4 years 425100

INTEGRATED DEGREE PROGRAMS

Duration

BE(Hons) ME (Electrical) with broadening discipline
(Bachelor of Engineering Master of Engineering)

5 years

COMBINED DEGREE PROGRAMS

UAC Code
HECS
425150

Duration

BE(Hons) BA (Electrical,Telecommunications)
BE(Hons) BSc (Electrical, Telecommunications)
BE(Hons) BSc in Computer Science (EE,Tele)
BE(Hons) BCom (Electrical,Telecommunications)
BE(Hons) MBiomedE (Electrical, Telecommunications)
BE(Hons) LLB (Electrical, Telecommunications)

UAC Code
HECS
5.5 years 425850
5 years
425850
5 years
425850
5.5 years 425900
5 years
425950
6.5 years 426000

BE (Hons) BEngSc (Electrical/ Petroleum Eng)*

5 years

Entry by IPT only (no UAC)**

* Other combinations (e.g. with Mechatronics or Photovoltaics) may become available in future
** Students wishing to study this program must apply for a BE (Electrical), and transfer to the BE (Hons) BEngSc program after 1
year of study via UNSW’s Internal Program Transfer (IPT) process.
WHAT IS THE BE ME WITH MINOR?

The Bachelor of Engineering Master of Engineering (BE ME) with “Broadening Discipline” (minor) is a relatively new
innovative 5-year degree program within the School for elite students. While achieving both an undergraduate and
postgraduate qualification and thus guaranteeing good depth of technical knowledge, students also study a broadening
discipline of 4-6 courses in such areas as music, a language, commerce, psychology, computing, physics,
mechatronics, photovoltaics, satellite systems, nuclear engineering and more.
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WHAT SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE?

For students entering the first year of their studies there are a number of scholarships available, e.g. Co-op, Data61 and
Rural scholarships. Further scholarships are provided by outside organisations such as Australian Power Institute.
A full list of UNSW scholarships available to both first and subsequent year students can be found at
http://www.scholarships.unsw.edu.au

Please check it regularly as new scholarships are added from time to time.
Scholarships specific to Electrical Engineering and Telecommunications can be found at:
https://www.engineering.unsw.edu.au/electrical-engineering/resources/undergraduate-resources/scholarships
WHAT IS A CO-OP SCHOLARSHIP?

A Co-op Scholarship is an industry-sponsored scholarship that combines the academic program with carefully
structured industrial-based and leadership training that makes the total program 5 years in duration. Many of Australia’s
more innovative and dynamic electrical and telecommunications companies are involved in sponsoring such
scholarships that currently pay $18,200 per annum. Scholarship holders are selected on the basis of both academic
merit, requiring a minimum ATAR of 96 in 2018, and leadership potential.
Further details: http://www.coop.unsw.edu.au/future_students/index.html
Applications close on 28 September each year.
WHAT IS GUARANTEED ENTRY ?

For details, please view this site: http://www.futurestudents.unsw.edu.au/guaranteed-entry
Guaranteed entry cut offs (ATAR + Adjustment Factors)
Program
Electrical Engineering (Hons)
Telecommunications (Hons)
BE(Hons) ME (Electrical) with broadening discipline
(Bachelor of Engineering Master of Engineering)

2019
93
93
96

WHAT ATAR DO I NEED?

The cut-off for admission to all UNSW engineering programs in 2019 is expected to be an ATAR similar to the cut-offs
for previous years shown in the table below.
Students who expect to achieve an ATAR between 82 and 91.95 are still encouraged to apply for entry, but they will
need to do so under the Faculty of Engineering Admission Scheme (FEAS) for admission to our undergraduate
engineering degree programs.
Entry to the programs is competitive. The University tries to ensure that entry standards are high enough to avoid
academic problems at later stages during the program. The University and the Department of Education, Science and
Training negotiate the number of places which the university will try to fill each year.
Potential students determine the level of demand for places by indicating their preferences to the UAC. This demand will
result in a certain ATAR being required for those students who are successful with their applications.
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The required ATAR is unknown until the level of demand is finally determined after HSC results are published in late
December, and potential students have indicated their final preferences to the UAC. Preferences may be changed right
up until early January.
Over the past years, the entrance requirements have been:
Program Name
Electrical Engineering
Telecommunications

ATAR Cutoff (UAI before 2010)
2008
2009
2010
2011
88
88
91
91
88
88
91
91

2012
91
91

2013
91
91

2014
91
91

2015
91
91

2016
91
91

2017 2018
92
92
92
92

WHAT IS THE ENTRY ATAR FOR THE BE ME PROGRAM?

An ATAR of 96 minimum is the entry requirements for the BE ME integrated degree program. The cut-off in 2018 was
96.
If you have qualifications in addition to, or instead of, the HSC (e.g. a TAFE Associate Diploma), then the UAC makes
an estimate of the ATAR which is equivalent to that qualification, and that is used to determine entry. In these
circumstances, it is also worth contacting the School, as they can assist in determining the equivalence of qualifications
in relation to the academic requirements of the program.
AM I REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN A MINIMUM PERFORMANCE FOR THE BE ME PROGRAM?

Students in the BE ME program are required to maintain an average mark of no less than 65. If students do not maintain
this average mark, they will be notified, warning them that they may be transferred back into the single degree BE
(Electrical) program.
CAN I TRANSFER BETWEEN PROGRAMS WHILE AT UNSW?

The university has what is called Internal Program Transfer, where students can apply to transfer to different degree
programs during two periods in the year and without applying through UAC. There are typically criteria set for
transferring degrees, including a minimum average mark obtained in your courses up until the date of transfer.
Depending on the degree students wish to transfer to, and the stage at which they transfer, they may have to extend the
length of their studies. Transferring between different engineering degrees, particularly between those offered within the
School of Electrical Engineering & Telecommunications, is generally much easier.
WHAT IS THE FACULTY OF ENGINEERING ADMISSION SCHEME (FEAS)?

This is an entry scheme which was first introduced in 2006. Students who expect to achieve an ATAR between 82 and
91.95 need to apply for admission through the FEAS scheme.
This scheme involves a review of performance in relevant HSC subjects and an interview to assess motivation toward
engineering studies. If the assessment panel is satisfied that an applicant has a good chance of success at UNSW a
place will be offered through UAC, if UNSW engineering is the highest surviving preference.
A FEAS application and interview must be completed for eligibility. Please see :
https://www.engineering.unsw.edu.au/study-with-us/high-school-students/feas
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SHOULD I USE THE ATAR CUT-OFFS TO DETERMINE MY PREFERENCES?

The levels of ATAR required for entry over the past two years are probably the most reliable guidelines. However, the
ATAR cutoff is not meaningful without knowing the average ATAR and the number of students that were admitted above
that ATAR.
Something else to consider is the size of intake quota (i.e. number of offers made). An institution making offers to 150
students will have a lower ATAR cutoff than an institution which makes offers to only 50 students despite the programs
being of equal quality. The School of Electrical Engineering and Telecommunications at UNSW is the largest such
engineering school in Australia. It follows that we make far more offers than most other schools offering similar
programs, even though our ATAR is still quite high.
In making final decisions about which program to opt for, consideration should be given primarily to your interests, to the
flexibility for study that exists within established programs such as Electrical Engineering, and to opportunities in the
rapidly growing fields of Telecommunications.
WHAT ARE THE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DUAL DEGREE PROGRAMS?

Entry into the majority of dual degree programs is by direct application to UAC. Over the past years entry requirements
across the Faculty have been:

Program Name
BE/BA (Arts)
BE/BSc (Science)
BE/MBiomed
BE/BCom
BE/LLB

ATAR Cutoff
2008
2009
88
88
88
88
88
88
95.20 95.2
99.30 99.30

2010
91
91
91
96
99.55

2011
91
91
91
96
99.65

2012 2013
91
91
91
91
91
91
96
96
99.65 99.65

2014
91
91
91
96
99.70

2015
2016 2017 2018
91
91
92
92
91
91
92
92
91
91
92
92
96
96
96
96
99.70
99.70 A+C A+C

At any time after the end of Year 1 of an Engineering Program, students may apply to transfer to a dual degree program
with Arts, Science or Commerce. As an indication, to be successful in transferring, a student will minimally need to have
maintained a credit (65%) average in all university courses prior to the application. Transfer to BE/BCom requires a
weighted average mark of minimum 75%.
WHAT IS ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE?

Assumed knowledge is what a lecturer or tutor of a first year UNSW course could reasonably expect all students
enrolled in that course to know at the beginning of the course.
Students who do not have the level of assumed knowledge are not prevented from enrolling when their program begins,
but they may be placed at a considerable disadvantage.
In order to take certain core courses within Engineering, the following specific levels of assumed knowledge can be
used as a guideline:
Assumed Knowledge: Mathematics Extension 1 and Physics
Recommended Knowledge: Mathematics Extension 2 and any of Software Design or Information Processes and
Technology or Engineering Studies

WHAT IS HSC PLUS ?
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As part of the HSC Plus scheme, the Faculty of Engineering awards bonus points to students who achieve outstanding
results in relevant HSC subjects, namely 2 Unit Mathematics, Mathematics Extension 1 and 2, and 2 Unit Physics. For
details, please see:
http://www.unsw.edu.au/futureStudents/undergrad/ced/HSCPlus.html
WHAT ALTERNATIVE PATHWAYS FOR ENTRY ARE AVAILABLE?

If you do not possess any of the qualifications outlined in the Entry Requirements, there are a number of alternative
avenues through which you may seek admission to an undergraduate program at UNSW. Please see the following
website for further details:
https://www.futurestudents.unsw.edu.au/how-to-apply

WHAT IF I HAVEN’T TAKEN THE RECOMMENDED SUBJECTS?

Any students who have not achieved the recommended level of assumed knowledge are strongly advised that it is in
their best interest to undertake a bridging program or other preparation course (e.g. introductory Maths, Physics) after
consulting staff.
Bridging courses are available during January/February. There are also fundamental courses in Maths and Physics
offered during ordinary session time. For further information about bridging courses, please visit
http://www.science.unsw.edu.au/future-students/bridging-course-timetable
WHAT WILL IT COST?

Proper advice on this matter should be sought elsewhere. The nature and level of fees you will need to pay will be
determined by a number of factors.
Check the University Fees web pages for guidance
https://student.unsw.edu.au/fees You may contact UNSW directly on (Tel: 9385 1844) which is also able to advise you,
dependent on your particular circumstances.
International students should also consult the International website:
http://www.international.unsw.edu.au/fees
Some information is provided below.
COMMONWEALTH-SUPPORTED PLACES (HECS-HELP) AND FEE PAYING PROGRAMS

For full year HECS-HELP contributions for engineering programs, please visit the DEST website for details. Full time
study means that you are enrolled in 48 units of credit (UOC) over the year. The integrated masters (BE ME) is eligible
for the HECS-HELP scheme like the single and combined BE degrees.
Most eligible students will have access to deferred payment arrangements through HECS-HELP. For details, please
visit:
https://student.unsw.edu.au/fees-policy-domestic-students
Local students enrolled in fee-paying courses must pay tuition fees. Students admitted to a fee place pay tuition fees
directly to the University (or use a FEE-HELP loan) instead of contributing to the cost of their education by paying
student contributions (HECS-HELP).
For information about Commonwealth supported places, HECS-HELP and FEE-HELP, please contact DEST
(Department of Education, Science & Training) on 1800 020 108 or visit the following DEST websites:
http://studyassist.gov.au/sites/StudyAssist/
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International students are also required to pay fees directly to the University. Please consult the International website
for accurate information: http://www.international.unsw.edu.au/fees
WHAT IS GENERAL EDUCATION?

General Education courses are offered within every program at UNSW, with the intention of broadening the educational
opportunities of every student. Within EE&T, General Education courses will comprise courses which are offered by
Schools outside the Faculty of Engineering which do not normally contribute to EE&T programs (eg Fine Arts, Modern
Languages). Any university course outside the Faculty of Engineering may be taken for the purposes of General
Education if approved by the School and if prerequisites are met. Also, a number of courses are offered especially to
meet the requirements of the General Education program. These courses are usually taken during the second and third
year of the engineering programs. In the fourth year, courses in Management and Ethics complete requirements for
broadening engineering education and meeting recommendations from Engineers Australia.
WHAT SHOULD I STUDY IN MY FIRST YEAR?

In your first year, EE&T students will be required to take the following:
2 x MATHS courses
2 x PHYSICS courses
2 x COMPUTER SCIENCE courses
1 x Engineering Design Course
1 x Fundamental Electrical Engineering course
For more details about courses and program structure for single degrees, please see this link:
https://www.engineering.unsw.edu.au/electrical-engineering/student-resources/undergraduate-resources/single-degreeprograms
For more details about courses and program structure for the BEME, please see this link:
https://www.engineering.unsw.edu.au/electrical-engineering/resources/undergraduate-resources/be-me-program
For more details about courses and program structure for combined degrees, please see this link:
https://www.engineering.unsw.edu.au/electrical-engineering/resources/undergraduate-resources/combined-degrees
HOW DO I SPECIALISE WITHIN THE EE&T PROGRAMS?

Within Electrical Engineering, there is the opportunity to make several elective choices primarily in the third and fourth
years of the program. The Telecommunications degree is much more specialised - and consequently more structured however, there are still some elective choices in third and fourth year. If you are interested in having more specialization
in your degree, consider the BE ME program. The BE ME gives you choice among around 20 postgraduate electives in
your final year, in addition to the third and fourth year electives.
WHAT ELECTIVES ARE AVAILABLE?

Elective courses are related to work within the major research groups which make up the School. Students usually
select electives from two or more major areas, in a way which supports their particular interests. If you are interested in
having more electives in your degree, consider the BE ME program. The BE ME gives you choice of a number of minors
from other schools and faculties, each comprising four to six courses.
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Some of the electives (L3 Third Year, L4 Fourth Year) proposed for 2019 include:
Energy Systems
Distributed Energy Generation (L3)
Electrical Energy (L3)
Electrical Drive Systems (L4)
Power System Equipment (L4)
Power System Analysis (L4)
Power Electronics (L4)
Power System Protection (L4)
Control Systems
Real Time Instrumentation (L3)
Continuous-time Control System Design (L4)
Computer Control Systems (L4)
Real Time Engineering (L4)
Signal Processing
Advanced Digital Signal Processing (L4)
Multimedia Signal Processing (L4)
Data and Mobile Communications
Network Technologies (L3)
Trusted Networks (L3)
Analogue and Digital Communications (L3)
Digital Modulation & Coding (L4)
Mobile and Satellite Communications (L4)
Network Performance (L4)
Wireless Communication Technologies (L4)
Computer Systems
Operating Systems (L3)
Computer Architecture (L3)
Microelectronics
Quantum Engineering (L3)
Solid-State Electronics (L4)
Microelectronic Design & Technology (L4)
Digital and Embedded Systems (L4)
RF Electronics (L4)
Quantum Devices and Computers (L4)
Photonics
Optical Circuits and Fibres (L4)
Photonic Networks (L4)
Business Administration
Entrepreneurial Engineering (L4)
Mathematics
Information, Codes and Ciphers (L3)
Dynamical Systems and Chaos (L3)
Fluids, Oceans and Climate (L3)
Computational Mathematics (L3)
Mathematical Methods and Partial Differential (L3)
Optimization (L3)
CAN I TAKE OTHER COURSES?

A limited amount of substitution is permitted within each program. Any such substitution must be approved by the Head
of School or the Director of Academic Studies, who will ensure that:
• The replacement course is at least the same length and level as the prescribed course it replaces; and
• The resulting program of study is suited to the award of the degree as applicable.
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WHERE IS ENGINEERING DESIGN COVERED?

Design is addressed in the very first semester, in the challenging and fun ENGG1000 Engineering Design and
Innovation course. All Engineering programs have a design strand through all 4 years, supplementing design in other
subjects. In EE&T, there are particularly innovative and exciting design courses in Year 1, 3 and 4, in addition to the
Year 4 Thesis, Professional Electives and core courses emphasizing design in Year 2.
Within the new BE ME, an additional design course is offered in Year 2, as well as the fifth year project.
DOES MY DEGREE HAVE HONOURS AND WHAT IS THESIS?

Our programs have honours built-in. All students who complete the program will receive a Bachelor of Engineering
(Honours) award. In addition, those students who complete the program with an appropriate performance level through
the program will receive an award with a Class of Honours. This class is based on the honours weighted average mark
(Honours WAM) calculated for each candidate and on the mark awarded for the thesis project component.
A major part of fourth year is the thesis, which is taken over the whole year, culminating in an oral presentation, a
demonstration of the final results of the work and a written report.
This is the single most important piece of work undertaken by an engineering student and addresses a significant
practical design or a research problem. The work is an opportunity for students to develop and demonstrate their use of
sound engineering methods and process.
The thesis comprises work in research and design under guidance of members of the lecturing staff. Typical activities
may include: theoretical work; modeling and simulation; design, construction and testing of circuits and systems;
development of software and computer systems.
In addition to a fourth year thesis, the BE ME also has a fifth year project. Students may wish to choose two different
projects, or they may choose to undergo a single two year project, thus allowing them to explore a much greater
technical depth than during the fourth year thesis in the BE program. The projects are more likely to be focused on
state-of-the-art technology.
WHAT IS INDUSTRIAL TRAINING?

Students of all programs, including the BE ME, must complete a minimum of 60 days of suitable Industrial Training. The
objectives of Industrial Training are:
•
•
•
•

To develop an appreciation of the structure and operation of industrial organisations,
To understand the role of the engineer and engineering in industry,
To appreciate the importance of good communication and interpersonal skills, and to develop these skills, and
To appreciate the ethical basis of engineering practice in industry

At least some of this training should be obtained in Australia. Overseas employment may be acceptable with prior
approval. Students are required to submit a written report on their industry placements, typically 2000-3000 words,
describing the organisation of the Company, summarising the work done and the training received. The report must be
accompanied by certification of their industrial placement by a senior company representative.
Industrial Training must be completed as part of one of the Year 4 courses (Strategic Leadership and Ethics). Material
within this course will build on the experiences of students during industrial training placements.
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Normal industrial training may be supplemented by a Taste of Summer Research Scholarship Program established by
the Faculty for students to try the research experience. Applications for entry are highly competitive each year. For
details, please view:
https://www.engineering.unsw.edu.au/study-with-us/scholarships/taste-of-research-summer-scholarships
HOW MUCH STUDY WILL I HAVE TO DO?

The general principle is that if you are a full-time student, you should be spending at least the same amount of time on
study as you would on a full-time job - so, a minimum 40 hours a week. In first year, you will spend approximately 23
hours a week in the classroom (lectures, labs, tutorials). This means that you need to spend at least another 17 hours a
week studying and working on assignments. Many advisors recommend that you spend more. As well as doing set
class work, you should also be continually revising, solving problems, and summarising lecture notes so that exam time
is less stressful.
EE&T degrees are challenging programs. The study hours required to meet these challenges are sometimes difficult to
manage with part-time work, family commitments, etc. However, the reward is that you will graduate with a quality
degree which is recognised worldwide. Engineers Australia accreditation carries international recognition under the
Washington Accord.
CAN I TAKE COURSES OVER SUMMER?

Some courses are available over the summer and run between the beginning of January and mid-February. This
provides students the opportunity to accelerate their program completion, or for students who start their degree midyear, a way to help align their degree program plan. The courses are run in block-intensive mode with the support of
recorded video lectures utilizing an interactive whiteboard. Students thinking of taking summer courses should plan
carefully and seek advice form the School to ensure the most suitable degree program plan is carried out.
CAN I STUDY PART-TIME?

Although the degree programs are not offered in part-time mode, local students have the option of studying part-time by
taking a reduced number of courses.The School does not have special class times for part-time students in
undergraduate programs; however, you can make up your program from any mix of courses and the mix can be less
than the normal load. Less than 3/4 load (or less than18UOC) is regarded as “part-time”.
If your load becomes so light that you will take a very long time to complete your program, then there are academic
reasons why you might be counseled out of such decisions. For example, programs, courses and pre-requisites keep
changing to match changing technology requirements. Someone who does not keep up with the changes to the
program may experience difficulties when selecting courses from a program which has been altered.
International students are required to study full time as a condition of their student visas.

CAN I GO ON INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE?

Student exchange is also available to UNSW students. Please see this link for further information:
https://student.unsw.edu.au/global
HOW DO I APPLY?

Local students need to communicate program preferences to the UAC. Please carefully check the method of lodging
preferences and precise dates for close of acceptances. Late applications are accepted with payment of appropriate late
fees.
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A UAC Guide with all relevant information is available from:
UAC telephone: 9752 0200
Website: www.uac.edu.au
You really need to obtain the UAC guide. It has all the relevant information about making an application, and it also lists
all UAC program codes and descriptions.
Please note the Faculty of Engineering Admission scheme (FEAS), for students with ATAR between 82-91.95, has
additional application requirements.
See http://www.engineering.unsw.edu.au/feas
International students have to complete an application form, available from the University Admissions Office or online. Forms
are available in the UNSW Undergraduate Prospectus. Alternatively, application forms can be downloaded from the
University website, where there is more detailed information about the application process. A good starting point is
http://www.international.unsw.edu.au/.
CAN I DEFER ACCEPTANCE OF MY UNIVERSITY PLACE?

Any student may take up to one year’s course leave at any time, including at the start of the program, with approval of
the School. During this time, any outstanding requirements may be met, e.g. by undertaking a program at other
institutions (subject to approval by the school).
International students may not remain in Australia on a student visa if they are not studying. If they take leave they
must change their visa status and/or leave the country.
CAN I TRANSFER FROM ANOTHER UNIVERSITY?

You can transfer from another University. If you are an Australian resident, then you must apply for a place at UNSW
through the UAC in the normal way. International students should apply directly to UNSW. It is worth contacting the
Undergraduate Admissions Office before applying, as they may have suggestions about how to lodge an application.
The School may let you know informally what course exemptions you may expect to be offered if you are successful.
Entry level requirements must be satisfied. Whatever courses you have taken will be used to determine a relative
ranking, which will then be used in allocating places. Once you have gained entry to the UNSW program, you may apply
for exemptions from courses at UNSW which are substantially the same as those you have passed elsewhere.
Exemptions are determined by the School for each student with “advanced standing”.

DOES UNSW RECOGNISE OTHER QUALIFICATIONS?

Advice should be obtained from staff and the Admissions Office.
 Certificate IV and Diplomas (e.g.TAFE) may be considered if they are AQF Accredited and completed by
December 2006.
 One full time year of University standing or more may be considered.
 If tertiary performance has been affected, candidates may submit a SCAT application to UNSW.
DOES UNSW RECOGNISE DISADVANTAGE?

Applicants may obtain recognition of disadvantage by applying through the UAC EAS process. You should obtain
advice about this process from the UNSW Admissions Office, or the UAC website http://www.uac.edu.au
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NEW ACADEMIC CALENDAR – UNSW3+

UNSW is moving to a new academic calendar model from 2019.
The new calendar consists of three normal terms each with ten weeks teaching, and an optional five-week summer
term. The new academic calendar is called UNSW3+. We are working closely with students, staff and industry over the
next two years to ensure every student is prepared for this exciting and progressive change.
For more information on the new academic calendar, please see this link  https://student.unsw.edu.au/new-calendar
If you need further information about this, please contact A/Prof Julien Epps (j.epps@unsw.edu.au).
School of Electrical Engineering and Telecommunications
Website: http://www.eet.unsw.edu.au
Email: j.epps@unsw.edu.au
Telephone: + (61 2) 9385 4000
Information contained in this pamphlet is correct at the time of printing. Information provided about courses and programs are an expression of intent only and are
not to be taken as a firm offer or undertaking. The University reserves the right to discontinue or vary such courses or programs at any time without notice and to
impose limitations on enrolment in any course.
CRICOS Provider Code: 00098G
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